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Abstract 
The deeper structure of leptons and quarks is still not experimentally and/or objectively clearly 
elucidated. No detailed accepted theory is yet established. Consequently, experimental and theo-
retical physicists have been investigating to find experimental or objective proofs related to the 
deeper structure of fundamental elementary particles in quantum physics. The author proposed a 
hypothesis of the “ultron”-logotrn” theory that might explain relationships between self and con-
sciousness: mind and matter on the basis of his review of modern quantum physics and his per-
sonal experience of valid precognitive dreams, and further published an article that describes a 
considerable parallels between Confucian philosophy and quantum physics from the ontological 
perspective. Ultrons are the building blocks of matter of the universe. Logotrons are the building 
blocks of conscious mind. In this study, possible deeper structures of leptons and quarks: yin- and 
yang-ultron with mass of 0.16 eV, electric charge of − and +1.602176565 × 10−19 coulomb/(3.19 × 
106 − 2k) (see Equations (7) and (8)), size less than 1.616199 × 10−35 m, total number of ultrons as 
well as number of yin- and yang-ultrons in a neutrino, electron, positron; and up, down, strange 
quark (see Equations (2) to (6) and (9)) are presented on the basis of reported data in particle 
physics and the perspective of the author’s hypothesis of the “ultron”-“logotron” theory. 
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1. Introduction 
The deeper structure of leptons and quarks is still not experimentally or objectively clearly elucidated. Accord-
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ing to Tong (2009), theoretical physicist, “there is no experimental evidence that string theory is the correct de-
scription of our world”. No detailed accepted theory is yet established (Caesar, 2014). Consequently, experi-
mental and theoretical physicists have been investigating to find experimental and/or objective proofs related to 
the deeper structure of fundamental elementary particles in quantum physics. 

1.1. The Science of Self, Mind and Body 
The human self is the agent being the source of consciousness and responsible for the thoughts of mind and ac-
tions of body in an individual, enduring through the time. 

The author had unusual personal experiences that difficult mathematical problems were not solved in his ma-
nifest consciousness but could be unexpectedly clearly solved in his subconscious mind (Chung, 2009). The au-
thor published the solution of the math problem in the International Journal of Biomedical Computing (Chung, 
1995). The math problem was regarding a general mathematical model of “probacent”-probability equation that 
expresses a relationship among intensity of stimulus, duration of exposure and occurrence of response in bio-
logical phenomena (Chung, 1960, 2007, 2013). The mathematical model might possibly calculate the probability 
of safe survival in humans and other living organisms exposed to any harmful or adverse circumstances or con-
ditions, overcoming the risk.  

The author proposed a theory that there are in human individuals two selves, one, the inner self (the true self, 
spirit) and one, the physical self (the false self) that coexist in one individual person (Chung, 2009, 2012). 
McGonigal (2012) describes that one individual has two minds or two selves, naming “I WILL” and “I WANT” 
selves.   

More recent researches in neuroscience using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) discovered that 
the prefrontal cortex (PFC) of the human brain performs cognitive control, emotion regulation, moral self-con- 
trol, control of impulsive behavior and guiding brain activities with future goals and rules (Miller & Cohen, 
2001; Greene et al., 2001; Ochsner et al., 2002; Schwartz, 1999).     

The author (Chung, 2012) published a theory regarding the scientific relationship among self, mind and body 
based on the above described findings that a human individual, the self is composed of the inner true self (spirit) 
and the physical false self that would fade and disappear at death of the body. The inner self has free will, will 
power, cognition, reason, morality, conscience, creative power, mathematical computation, future plan and high 
goals, behavior control, emotion regulation, and memory retrieval, supervising the physical self/body that senses 
through sensory organ systems and responds to the external world. The inner true self is the independent and 
indestructible spirit in an individual. The physical self is dependent upon and associated with the brain and body, 
and is impulsive, behaving for pleasure-desire and instinct for living. The inner self controls the physical self/ 
body by interacting with the prefrontal cortex of human brain. 

Scientific relationships and interactions between self and consciousness: mind and matter in the neurons of 
the prefrontal cortex are not clearly understood (Penrose, 2007; Penrose, Hameroff, & Kak, 2011; Penrose & 
Hameroff, 2011; Gusnard, 2009; Bohm, 2006).    

1.2. Quantum Physics 
All physical processes in the physical world are based on particles and forces (Hawking, 1996; Best, 2015). All 
particles are in facts waves (Hawking, 1996, 2001). 

A wave-particle duality of electron proved by Thomas Young and Richard Feynman’s double-slit experiments 
has not been explained (Aczel, 2003; Nichol, 2006). According to Bohm (2006), this phenomenon suggests that 
an electron seems to have consciousness, interacting with the environmental background field of space. This is a 
transformation for a wave to a particle, and vice versa like an organism than interacting parts of an inanimate 
machine (Nichol, 2006). 

Matter, energy and mind are different aspects of the unknown, unbroken flowing movement of totality, the 
wholeness. Consciousness may be the essential nature of the universe and a more subtle form than matter of the 
universe (Bohm, 2006). The totality, the wholeness is nonlocal and timeless. Contents of consciousness are 
called by Bohm “information”. The author names “information” “logotron”, 言子 in this study (Greek: logos).  

1.3. Precognitive Dreams 
The author had unusual precognitive dreams during the World War II and the Korean War that saved not only 
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the author but also other people (Gruenberg, 1959; Chung, 2009, 2012, 2014a). Information received in the pre-
cognitive dreams of future events that took place in reality was verified as true (Chung, 2014a). In the history of 
the United States, one of the great presidents, Abraham Lincoln had dreams of his death 13 days before he was 
assassinated (Joseph, 2011a). According to Joseph (2011a), certain cognitive capacities are well developed in 
just a few people. Precognitions of future events are well described in religions (the Bible, the Buddhist and 
Hindu scriptures). The author’s personal experiences of precognitive dreams that are verified as true seem to 
strongly suggest the work of the author’s inner self and further to reveal a glimpse into an unknown, timeless 
and nonlocal consciousness world of reality, i.e. the invisible spiritual world (Chung, 2009, 2012, 2014a). 

1.4. Quantum Entanglement 
Chien-Shiung Wu and Irving Shaknov in 1949 produced positronium that released two photons. David Bohm 
and Yakiv Aharonov in 1957 first recognized quantum entanglement in their analysis of results of Wu and 
Shaknov’s experiment. John Clauser and Stuart Freedman in 1972 produced experimental evidences of entan-
glement (Aczel, 2003). 

Alain Aspect and his collaborators in 1980s, Nicholas Gisin in 1990s and Andrew Watson in 1997 clearly 
observed in their experiments that the speed of transmission of mutual effect between two entangled particles 
was faster than the speed of light (Aczel, 2003; Penrose, Hameroff, & Kak, 2011; Laszlo, 2007; Watson, 1997). 
The instantaneous influence between two photons or electron twins with same quantum states violates the speed 
of light according to Einstein’s theory of relativity. The phenomenon of entanglement proves that the EPR pa-
radox theory of locality is incorrect and quantum theory of non-locality is correct (John Bell’s theorem) (Grif-
fiths, 2005; Aczel, 2003). The EPR paradox theory of Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen holds the principle of local-
ity that what happens in one local place does not immediately affects what happens in another local place in 
space. The EPR theory objects to instantaneous faster-than-light transmission of physical effects between two 
objects such as photons and electrons at a distance (“spooky action at a distance”) that can be observed in entan-
glement and non-locality in quantum physics. 

Penrose and Hameroff (2011) and Hameroff (2013) proposed the Orch OR theory with microtubule quantum 
computations to explain interactions between mind and matter within neurons of brain.  

Eugene Wigner proposed a hypothesis that conscious intervention of an observer can cause the collapse of the 
quantum wave function and this determines contents of the brain (Stapp, 2011). In John von Neumann’s theory 
of emergent dualism, some conscious agent intervenes upon the state of the brain and does conscious choice, 
controlling the mind-body connection in the brain (Stapp, 1999, 2011). The von Neumann-Heisenberg orthodox 
quantum mechanics supports the dualism in quantum physics. The author infers that the agent seems to be the 
inner self of human being. 

Interactions between self and consciousness: mind and matter are not clearly understood in science. There 
seem to be, to my knowledge, no articles in the literature that clearly explain the relationship between self and 
consciousness: mind and matter. The relationship between self and consciousness: mind and matter is investi-
gated and a hypothesis is developed to explain it and observations. 

1.5. Self and Consciousness: Mind and Matter (The Ultron-Logotron Theory) 
Interactions between self and consciousness: mind and matter are not clearly understood in science. There seem 
to be, to my knowledge, no articles in the literature that clearly explain the relationship between self and con-
sciousness: mind and matter.  

In the study, the relationship is investigated and an attempt is made to explain it. 
1) Findings and discoveries in modern science, quantum physics, string theory, especially entanglement in the 

arena of mind and matter are reviewed (Penrose, 2007; Penrose, Hameroff, & Kak, 2011; Griffiths, 2005; Stapp, 
1999, 2011; Tong, 2009; Ochsner et al., 2002; Schwartz et al., 2005; Mitchell & Staretz, 2011; Close, 2011; 
Laszlo, 2007, 2008; Suplee, 1999; Riordan, 1987; Capra, 1999).   

2) Philosophical teachings of major religions, especially the Eastern Confucian philosophy are reviewed and 
compared with quantum physics. Confucian philosophy is described in the I Ching, the Book of Changes (Wil-
liam, 1967) and Jeong Yeok, the Book of Right Change (Kim, 1885; Yi, 1992; Chung, 2009, 2010). 

3) Review of some of relevant personal experiences of precognitive dreams of the author is included in the 
study. 
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Comparison of characteristic aspects of the author’s proposed theory of ultron-logotron and quantum physics 
is done. Interpretation, theoretical reasoning and imagination are carried out to reasonably explain observed 
findings, precognitive dreams, entanglement, and proposed theories regarding the scientific relationship between 
self and consciousness: mind and matter. 

1.5.1. “Ultron”, 極子 
In Confucian philosophy, all things are created by power of the Creator, the Non-Ultimate, the Great Ultimate. 
The Great Ultimate created Two Forms, 兩儀, Yin and Yang, the two primary fundamental elementary particles 
that are represented by a solid line (−) and a broken line (− −). The author names Yin and Yang “yin-ultron”, 
陰極子 (U−), and “yang-ultron”, 陽極子 (U+), respectively. All things of the universe are generated by move-
ments of “ultrons”, 極子 (Capra, 1999; Chung, 2009).  

Table 1 shows comparison of characteristic aspects of the ultron-logotron theory and quantum physics. Basic 
elementary particles, ultrons, 極子 would be analogous to strings of string theory. The ultrons are the building 
blocks of matter of the physical world. The yang- and yin-ultrons are positively and negatively charged, respec-
tively.   

Findings in quantum physics are postulated to be applicable to the ultron. 
The ultron is postulated to have a property of particle-wave duality. 
The electric charge, eyin of yin-ultron may be −1e < eyin < 0. 
The electric charge of yang-ultron, eyang may be 0 < eyang < +1e.  
The ultron mass, multron may be 0 < multron < mass of electron. 
If external force comes to a region of space, the regional space will be excited and pulsate, and then a hidden 

vertical pair of particle-antiparticle emerges in it, causing material actualization of real particle and antiparticle, 
creating matter. 

The author infers that when a matter and antimatter collide and disappear, becoming virtual matter and anti-
matter, consciousness in the excited state superpositioning to each of the pair will disappear and become a vir-
tual consciousness in the ground state. If the above is true, then it would imply that particles of matter would 
have a triple property of particle, wave and consciousness (Bohm, 2006). 

If a mental force is presumably created by the self, it will strike the regional space that could excite virtual 
consciousness in the ground state to become consciousness in the excited state, creating conscious mind (Chung, 
2009). Mind and matter are interrelated and interconnected (Capra, 1999; Chung, 2009, 2012). 

1.5.2. “Logotron”, 言子 
Table 2 shows comparison of characteristic aspects of “ultrons” and “logotrons”. The author names “informa-
tion” that is described by David Bohm in his quantum theory “logotron”, 言子. Logotrons in the study represent 
contents of consciousness of mind in humans such as thoughts, feelings, colors, sounds, concepts of all things of 
the universe that may be expressed by words (Greek: logos). 

Logotrons are virtual particles, massless and have probably a triple property of particle, wave and conscious-
ness, and have possessing inherent force, and having a property of spreading in space as well as remaining at an 
original, regional point in the holographic space. The wave propagation, if emitted from the logotron is post-
ulated instantaneous in the non-local holographic space. 
 
Table 1. Comparison of characteristic aspects of the “ultron”-“logotron” theory and quantum physics.                             

Characteristic aspects The “ultron”-“logotron” theory Quantum physics 

Basic elementary particle Yin- and yang-ultrons Quarks and electrons 

Form A solid (−) and a broken (− −) line An open (~) and a closed (0) string 

Movement Join, movement, stillness, advance,  
retreat, expansion and contraction 

Split, fission, break, pinch,  
join, spin and oscillation 

Property Triple: particle, wave and consciousness Triple: particle, wave and consciousness 

Energy Yes Yes 

Force Yes Yes 
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Table 2. Comparison of postulated characteristic aspects of “ultron” and “logotron”.                                            

Characteristic aspects Ultron Logotron 

Element of Physical matter Conscious mind 

Nature Physical Conscious (spiritual) 

Creation Created by the creator Created by the creator and  
co-creator (man) 

Property Triple: particle, wave and consciousness Triple: particle, wave and consciousness 

State Real and virtual Virtual 

Interaction between themselves Graviton, electromagnetic force,  
weak and strong nuclear forces Mental-force-carrying mentalon 

(Speed of transmission) (Maximum speed of light) (Instantaneous) 

 
The empty space is postulated to be not void but filled with invisible and intangible energy and force, virtual 

ultrons and logotrons (virtual matter and consciousness), and further infinite power and love of the Creator God. 
It is said in the Bible (John 1:1-3 King James Version), “In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with 
God, and the Word was God. The same was in the beginning with God. All things were made by him, and 
without him was not made any thing made that was made.” There seems to be an agreement between the Bible 
and the ultron-logotron theory.  

1.5.3. Interactions between Ultron and Logotron 
Figure 1 illustrates Feynman’s space-time diagram of interactions between ultron and logotron. Mental-force- 
carrying “mentalon” exchanges between ultron and logotron, creating resonance-like effects, and perhaps ex-
changes between logotrons as graviton exchanges between ultrons of matter. The conscious mind of the inner 
self of an individual person has power to generate mentalon as well as logotrons with free will and free choice. 
Mentalon is virtual force like graviton; it has two states: the ground and excited states. The author infers that the 
quantum states result from the incoming neural stimulus in the neurons of human brain, then OR occurs (the 
quantum wave function collapses) when the physical self and the inner self have conscious perception through 
quantum computations in the microtubule automata (Penrose & Hameroff, 2011). In the quantum state of the 
prefrontal cortex of human brain, the quantum wave function collapses when the inner self who is an observer 
and does conscious cognitive action with free will and free choice, and with attention, efforts, thoughts and 
planning in the inner self’s mind; then logotrons in the excited state are generated from the ground state, gene-
rating conscious cognition in the inner self’s consciousness (Figure 1(a)) (Stapp, 1999; Kafatos, Tanzi, & Cho-
pra, 2011; Schwartz et al., 2005; Ochsner et al., 2002). The self (the true inner self) has power in the conscious 
mind to choose logotron in the excited state from its ground state, changing the quantum state of the logotron 
with free will, free choice, attention and intention, guiding actions (Stapp, 1999; Chung, 2012). Ultrons in the 
excited state are generated by mentalon originated from the inner self’s conscious mind (Figure 1(b)) (Schwartz 
et al., 2005; Ochsner et al., 2002). Figure 1(b) illustrates processes at the interface between mind/ consciousness 
and brain. Existence of mentalons can be empirically recognized by their effects in the external world resulting 
from interactions between mind and matter in the PFC of human brain. In this matter-mind process, mentalons 
participate in generation of conscious mind (Figure 1(a)) and vice versa (Figure 1(b)). M line shows its origin 
on the left side with an apparent slightly upward right direction but is actually horizontal and parallel to the 
space axis, indicating instantaneous speed in space-time (Figure 1(a) and Figure 1(b)) (Penrose, Hameroff, & 
Kak, 2011). 

The author reviewed modern quantum physics and the Eastern Confucian philosophy. On the basis of the re-
view and authors’ personal experiences of valid precognitive dreams, the following theory is proposed (Chung, 
2014a): 

1) Valid and undeniable precognitive dreams of the author’s personal experience and quantum entanglement 
strongly suggest the inner self’s potential power transcending the time phases of the past, present and future, and 
existence of a timeless, nonlocal and holographic consciousness world of reality. 

2) The ultrons” are the building blocks of matter of the universe. The “logotrons” are the building blocks of 
consciousness of human mind. The “logotrons” are virtual particles. The “ultrons” and “logotrons” interact each  
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Figure 1. Feynman’s spacetime diagram of interactions between “ultron” and “logotron”. (a) 
A—Real ultron in the excited state in the neuron of the prefrontal cortex caused by incoming 
stimulus. C—Real ultron in the ground state after collapse of the quantum wave function when 
the self controls (observes). B—Virtual logotron in the ground state in the neuron of the pre-
frontal cortex. D—Virtual logotron in the excited state when the self observes and cognizes. 
M—Mental-force-carrying “mentalon” exchanging between ultron and logotron; (b) A—Vir- 
tual logotron in the excited state in the self’s conscious mind in the neuron of the prefrontal 
cortex. C—Virtual logotron in the ground state after exchanging “mentalon” between the lo-
gotron and ultron in the neuron. B-Real ultron in the ground state in the neuron of the prefron-
tal cortex. D—Real ultron in the excited state in the neuron after exchanging “mentalon” be-
tween logotron and ultron. M—“mentalon”.                                                                   

 
other with mental-force-carrying “mentalon” in neurons of human brain. Mentalon exchanges between logotron 
and logotron or logotron of self’s consciousness and logotron of consciousness superpositioned to particles of 
matter. 

3) Entanglement could be explained by mental-force-carrying mentalon that exchanges between two entan-
gled virtual quantum logotrons in particles or logotron in conscious mind and logotron in particles of matter at 
quantum levels. 

4) Valid and undeniable precognitive dreams and experimentally accepted entanglement in quatum physics 
seem to provide concrete human data that might possibly explain a scientific relationship between self and con-
sciousness: mind and matter. 

5) There seem to be parallels between the “ultron”-“logotron” theory and quantum physics from the ontologi-
cal perspectives, and a close agreement between the “ultron”-“logotron” theory and the Penrose-Hameroff ‘s 
Orch OR theory or the von Neumann-Heisenberg’s orthodox quantum mechanics that seem to be correct de-
scriptions and applicable to both the inner self and the physical self/body of humanity, respectively on the basis 
of the human individual self composed of two selves, one, the inner self and one, the physical self. 

1.6. Parallels between Confucian Philosophy and Quantum Physics 
Results of the study based on the ultron-logotron theory (Chung, 2014a) and further review of quantum physics 
and the Eastern Confucian philosophy reveal remarkable parallels between Confucian philosophy and quantum 
physics as follows: 

1) Confucian philosophy presents the “ultrons” as the building blocks of the physical world, and the ul-
tron-logotron theory proposes the “logotrons” as the building blocks of the consciousness world at quantum le-
vels. 

2) There seem to be remarkable parallels between the Confucian philosophy and quantum physics from the 
ontological perspectives. 
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3) Results of the study may suggest existence of eight flavors of quarks and that there would be possibly two 
more undiscovered flavors of quarks, “light” and “dark” (the author’s naming) besides the other six known fla-
vors, probably one positively and one negatively charged, of undetermined mass, and probably extremely 
short-lived or virtual quarks like W and Z bosons. 

4) There could be primary fundamental elementary particles, yin- and yang-“ultrons” in the deeper structure 
of leptons and quarks. 

5) The physical world, the consciousness world and the spiritual world of our universe coexist in superposi-
tion and represent the macro-cosmos of the Creator, God. The superpositioned worlds, the macro-cosmos of the 
Creator of our universe, the Self, seem to be analogous to the physical body, the conscious mind and the inner 
spiritual self in superposition that represent the micro-cosmos of the co-creator, the self of the humanity.  

6) The physical world appears real but essentially not real. The spiritual world is invisible but real. The spiri-
tual world and the human world would unite in the coming kingdom of heaven on Earth where goodness will be 
boundless according to Jeong Yeok, the Book of Right Change of Confucian philosophy as the Bible predicts it.  

7) Virtual particles are in essence virtual logotrons (information) that are the archetype of real particles. An-
nihilation and creation of ultrons (matter) are secondary to action of underlying virtual logotrons in the Cosmic 
Consciousness (mind). This seems to suggest that the ultron-logotron theory possibly leads to the Theory of 
Everything (ToE). 

1.7. Leptons 
The most fundamental building blocks of Nature are currently leptons and quarks (Hawking, 1996, 2001; Best, 
2015; Morfin, 2012). There are two kinds of leptons: one of charged electrons and positrons, and one of neutral 
neutrinos. 

1.7.1. Neutrinos  
Neutrinos are created in the decay of subatomic particles in the sun, galaxy, supernovas, nuclear reactors, par-
ticle accelerator laboratories (such as Super-Kamiokande in Japan, IMB in United States) and, cosmic rays in 
atmosphere (Murayama, 2002). The first neutrino was detected by Cowan and Reines in 1956 (Riordan, 1987; 
Morfin, 2012). Neutrinos are the lightest particles and the least understood of the fundamental particles (Mu-
rayama, 2002). Neutrinos have oscillation of three favor types, electron-neutrino, muon-neutrino and tau-neu- 
trino, and are like electrons but have no electric charge. In this study, the symbol of √ and the term of neutrino 
mean the electron-neutrino. 

1.7.2. Electrons and Positrons  
Electron-positron annihilation occurs when an electron (e−) and positron (e+) collide, resulting in the annihilation 
of electron and positron, and creation of photons (Dirac, 2014; Wikipedia, 2014a, 2015b). 

Electrons are subject to electromagnetism, gravitation and weak nuclear force but not to strong nuclear force. 

1.8. Quarks 
Quarks form composite particles called hadrons of baryons and mesons. Light quarks include up, down and 
strange quarks. Up and down quarks are the lowest masses of quarks and generally stable and the most common 
in the universe, being in the atom nucleus and having electric charge of +2/3 e or –1/3 e. A flavor transformation 
occurs in beta or inverse beta decay between neutron and proton, emitting leptons (Best, 2015; Wikipedia, 
2013).  

1.9. String Theory 
In string theory, the point-like particles are replaced by one-dimensional objects called strings that are funda-
mental building blocks of matter. Different particles arise from different quantum states of strings. String theory 
incorporates gravity resulting from specific oscillation of strings. One mode of oscillation corresponds to a 
massless particle such as graviton. Open and closed strings are postulated to be two fundamental elementary 
particles.  

Superstring theories attempt to explain all of the particles and fundamental forces of Nature. M-theory unites 
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five superstring theories and is 11-dimensional (Kaku, 1999). 
In particle physics, research articles and publications describe ingenious behavior and properties of strings 

such as oscillation, movements, spin, coupling, interaction, scattering, quantum field, QED, QCD, brane, di-
mension, compactification, symmetry, propagation, black hole etc. with mathematical descriptions (Best, 2015). 
There seem to be no set of a defining equation of motion of strings (Kaku, 1999; Louis, Mohaupt, & Theisen, 
2007, Caesar, 2014; Best, 2015).  

The deeper structure of the fundamental elementary particles, leptons and quarks is not clearly known in par-
ticle physics. There seem to be, to my knowledge, no articles in the literature that clearly elucidate the deeper 
structure of leptons and quarks. 

In this study, findings and discoveries in modern quantum physics are reviewed (Hawking, 1996, 2001; Ni-
chol, 2006; Bohm, 2006; Kaku, 1994, 1999; Penrose, Hameroff, & Kak, 2011; Planck Collaboration, 2014; Wi-
kipedia, 2015b; Caesar, 2014; Riordan, 1987; Best, 2015; Morfin, 2012). Possible deeper structures of leptons 
and quarks are investigated and an attempt is made to determine the deeper structures of these particles such as 
composition, mass and electric charge on the basis of reported data in particle physics from the perspective of 
the author’s hypothesis of the “ultron”-“logotron” theory (Chung, 2014a, 2014b, 2015). 

2. Results 
Possible deeper structures of leptons and quarks are investigated on the basis of the two following assumptions 
speculated from the perspective of the author’s hypothesis of the ultron-logotron theory: 

1) The ultron is the building blocks of matter of all particles of the universe. 
2) The neutrino is the smallest and electrically neutral particle among leptons that is a composite of an equal 

number of yin-ultron (U−) and yang-ultron (U+). In this study, a neutrino is assumed to be a composite of a 
yin-ultron and a yang-ultron. 

2.1. Ultron Mass, (mu) 
mu of yin- and yang-ultron is a half of a neutrino mass of 0.320 ± 0.081 eV (Planck Collaboration, 2014; NIST, 
2010, Wikipedia, 2015b). 

( )31 0.16 eV 1 2 of 9.10938291 10 kgum −= ×                              (1) 

2.2. Ultron Size 
Ultron length is postulated to be close to and less than Planck length of 1.616199 × 10−35 m (Riordan, 1987; Wi-
kipedia, 2015a). 

2.3. Total Number (N) of Ultron within a Lepton, Neutrino, Electron and Positron 
Neutrino N = 2                                       (2) 

N is obtained from calculation of electron or positron mass, 
e

m −  or 
e

m +  reported as 0.510998928 MeV (or 
9.10938291 × 10−31 kg) (NIST, 2010) divided by ultron mass as follows: 

Electron 6 60.510998928 10 eV 0.16 eV 3.19 10ue
N m m−= = × = ×                      (3) 

Positron N is same as Electron N, 3.19 × 106. 

2.4. Total Number (N) of Ultrons within Light Quarks, up, down and Strange 
N is determined likewise from calculation of up, down or strange mass reported as mu = 2.3 (1.8 - 3.0), md = 4.8 
(4.5 - 5.3), ms = 95 (90 - 100) MeV divided by ultron mass (Beringer et al., 2012).  

( ) 6up quark 14.37 10N = ×                                   (4) 

( ) 6down quark 30 10N = ×                                   (5) 

( ) 6strange quark 593.75 10N = ×                                 (6) 
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2.5. Number of Yin- and Yang-Ultron in Leptons  
If yin-ultrons are assumed to be present outside and inside k number of neutrinos in an electrons. Then number 
of yin-ultron in an electron = 3.19 × 106-k; number of yang-ultron in it is k; k value could be 0 or integer k < 
3.19 × 106. 

Number of yang-ulton in a positron is likewise 3.19 × 106-k; number of yin-ultron is k in a positron. 

2.6. Electric Charge of Yin- and Yang-Ultron 
Both electric charge of yin-ultron and yang-ultron is calculated from the reported electric charge of electron (e-) 
and positron (e+) (NIST, 2010) as follows: 

191.602176565 10 Ce− −= − ×   
191.602176565 10 Ce+ −= ×  

C denotes coulomb. 
If k value is equal to zero (no neutrinos), then electric charge of yin-ultron is 
Electric charge of 19 6 261.602176565 10 C 3.19 10 5.02249707 10 CU − − −= − × × = − ×  
Electric charge of 265.02249707 10 CU + −= ×  
If k value is not zero, then 

Electric charge of ( )19 61.602176565 10 C 3.19 10 2U k− −= − × × −                    (7) 

Electric charge of ( )19 61.602176565 10 C 3.19 10 2 .U k+ −= × × −                     (8) 

2.7. Number of Yin- or Yang-Ultron within Light Quarks, up, down and Strange  
If wu, wd and ws numbers of neutrinos are assumed to be present in an up, a down or a strange quark, respective-
ly, and electric charge of light quarks is: 

Electric charge of up quark = +2/3 e. 
Electric charge of down quark = −1/3 e. 
Electric charge of strange quark = −1/3 e. 
Then the number (nuyang) of yang-ultron in an up quark would be derived by the following equation: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )19 19 6
uyang 2 3 1.602176565 10 C 1.602176565 10 C 3.19 10 2 .un k w− − = × × × × − +         (9.1) 

The number (nuyin) of yin-ultron in an up quark would be  

uyin .un w=                                         (9.2) 

The number (ndyin) of yin-ultron in a down quark would be likewise 

( ) ( ) ( )19 19 6
dyin 1 3 1.602176565 10 C 1.602176565 10 C 3.19 10 2 .dn k w− − = × − × − × × − +            (9.3) 

The number (ndyang) of yang-ultron in a down quark would be  

dyang  .dn w=                                         (9.4) 

The number (nsyin) of yin-ultron in a strange quark would likewise 

( ) ( ) ( )19 19 6
syin 1 3 1.602176565 10 C 1.602176565 10 C 3.19 10 2 .sn k w− − = × − × − × × − +          (9.5) 

The number (nsyang) of yang-ultron in a strange quark would be likewise 

syang .sn w=                                         (9.6) 

3. Discussion 
Superstring theory is a theory unifying bosons (force-carrying particles) and fermions (leptons and quarks), in-
dicating mutual transformation, fermion to boson; boson to fermion. 
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fermion boson  
 op n e+ +√ + → +  

on p e+ −√ + → +  

( ) oEnergy 1.8 MeV p n e+ +> + → + + √  

14 14C N e−→ + + √  
37 37Cl Ar e−√ + +  

The above experimental results in beta and inverse beta reactions are suggestive of evidence of yet unknown, 
more fundamental building blocks as their common building blocks of particles in their deeper structure of lep-
tons and quarks, and probably further that the common building blocks might be the ultrons proposed in the ul-
tron-logotron theory. Neutrinos might be composed of a yin- and a yang-ultron (Morfin, 2012; Best, 2015). 

In string theory, the extremely small size of Planck length is expected to be close to the string length (Louis et 
al, 2007; Wikipedia, 2015a). The ultron length is postulated to be close to and less than the Planck length (Rior-
dan, 1987).  

In the ultron-logotron theory, a point-like region of space has infinite depth as suggested by the author’s 
“mononary” system of mathematics (Chung, 2015) that seems to be analogous to compactifiation in string 
theory that allows extra dimensions (5, 10, 11 to 26 dimensions) (Louis et al., 2007). 

The ultron is postulated to move and oscillate in various ways like the string does in string theory, and would 
give rise to different quantum states. Logotrons are also postulated to exist in superposition to ultrons. 

Logotrons are virtual particles in Cosmic Consciousness world that is inferred to be timeless and nonlocal, 
and dimensionless or of zero dimension to infinite dimension as suggested by the author’s “mononary” system 
of mathematics (Chung, 2015). Extra dimensions, 5, 10-dimension of superstring theory, and 11-dimenion of 
M-theory seem to be possibly understandable. Virtual particles of matter in quantum physics seem to be in es-
sence virtual logotron particles. Virtual particles cannot be observed directly, only when a physical particle is 
formed that we can observe indirectly. Photons of electromagnetic wave are observed by detecting with physical 
devices. However, graviton or gluon of virtual, force-carrying particles is observable only through their effect in 
the physical world. Logotrons are also similarly cognized through their effects.  

For the strong nuclear force, gluons clump together into tubes when linking quarks to quarks or to anti-quarks. 
For the weak nuclear force, photons spherically surround electrons, forming a spherically symmetric shell and 
responsible for nuclear decay (Best, 2015).  

Different quantum states and movements (oscillation) of the ultron-logotron composites give rise to different 
physical forces, electromagnetism, weak and strong nuclear forces and gravitational force with maximum speed 
of light of transmission in the physical world, and mental force with instantaneous speed of transmission in the 
consciousness world. In string theory, different modes of string oscillation give rise to different physical forces 
(Best, 2015). 

All particles of the universe mutually exchange physical force and mental force particles and respond in vari-
ous degrees. In this respect, everything of Nature is interrelated and interconnected (Capra, 1999; Chung, 2014a, 
2014b, 2015).  

Four virtual physical forces of Nature, electromagnetic force, weak and strong nuclear forces and gravitation-
al force are postulated to be different manifestations of mental-force carrying “mentalon” particles associated 
with ultron-logotrons in superposition from the perspective of the hypothesis of the ultron-logotron theory 
(Chung, 2014a, 2014b, 2015). Logotrons are inferred to be the archetype of ultrons (real particles of matter) and 
the source of forces. The ultron-logotron theory might lead to the Theory of Everything. 

The relationship between yin-ultron and yang-ultron is not like electron and positron, ie, matter and antimatter. 
The relationship among yin-ultron, yang-ultron and neutrino seem to be analogous to that among electron, pro-
ton and neutron. When yin- and yang-ultrons meet, there would be no annihilation but a neutrino composite. 
When high-energy electron and positron collide, they annihilate and produce pure high energy that can give 
birth to other particles and antiparticles such as muons, mesons or quarks with subsequent hadronization. Ac-
cording to quantum field theory, all particles can be transmuted into other particles, and they can be created 
from energy and can vanish into energy (Riordan, 1987; Capra, 1999; Best, 2015). 
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hadronse e γ− ++ → →  

anti- hadronse e q q− ++ → + →  

The results of high-energy electron-positron collision and neutrino scattering experiments at SLAC, SPEAR, 
HEPL, NAL, PETRA, Fermilab, CERN, DESY, etc. suggest existence of elementary particles, possibly yin- and 
yang-ultrons in the deeper structure of leptons and quarks. The existence of quark is known but quarks are never 
directly observed or found in isolation; they can be found only within hadrons (Best, 2015; Riordan, 1987; Cab-
bibo & Gatto, 1961; Kaye, 1983; Wikipedia, 2015a). It is inferred that ultrons and neutrinos are arrayed in spe-
cific, geometrical features in the deeper structure of leptons and quarks. Ultrons may possibly hide in scattering 
debris in the detector in particle collision experiments and in cosmic ray. Abdus Salam (Riodan, 1987) coined 
the word preon for the imaginary constituents of quarks and leptons that seems to be analogous to the ultron. 

There seems to be possible parallels between the theory of the Eightfold Way of Gell-Mann, Nobel laureate, 
in quantum physics (the word comes from Buddha’s teaching of the path to Nirvana) and the Eight Trigram of 
Jeong Yeok in Confucian philosophy (Riordan, 1987; Chung, 2014b, 2015; Rosner, 2002; Sener & Schulten, 
2015). The Eightfold Way (octets) and triplets (three quarks) are analogous to the Eight Trigram of Jeong Yeok 
and trigram in Confucian philosophy.   

Further research would be needed for verification of the results presented in this study and the hypothesis of 
the ultron-logotron theory. 

4. Conclusion 
Findings and discoveries in modern quantum physics and theoretical physics regarding fundamental elementary 
particles are reviewed in this study. The following hypothesis related to possible deeper structures of leptons and 
light quarks, and some properties of ultrons are proposed on the basis of reported data in particle physics and the 
author’s hypothesis of the “ulton”-“logotron” theory (Chung, 2014a, 2014b, 2015). 

1) A neutrino (√) is composed of an equal number of yin-ultron (U−) and yang-ultron (U+). In this study, it is 
postulated to be composite of one yin-ultron and one yang-ultron. 

2) Yin- and yang-ultron mass is 0.16 eV. 
3) Electric charge of yin-ultron, U− and yang-ultron, U+: 
Electric charge of yin-ultron = −1.602176565 × 10−19 C/(3.19 × 106-2k). 
Electric charge of yang-ultron = 1.602176565 × 10−19 C/(3.19 × 106-2k). 
C denotes coulomb and k a number of neutrinos in a lepton. 
4) Ultron size is close to and less than Planck length of 1.616199 × 10−35 m. 
5) A possible total number (N) of ultrons in the deeper structure of leptons and light quarks are as follows: 
Neutrino N = 2. 
Electron N = 3.19 × 106. 
Positron N = 3.19 × 106. 
Up quark N = 14.37 × 106. 
Down quark N = 30 × 106.  
Strange quark N = 593.75 × 106. 

6) Number (N) of yin-and yang-ultrons in the deeper structure of leptons and light quarks are presented in this 
study (see Equations (2), (3), (9.1) to (9.6)). 

Further experimental research in particle physics would be needed for verification of the above results and the 
hypothesis regarding possible deeper structures of leptons and quarks proposed from the perspective of the ul-
tron-logotron theory. 
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